Soviet test space weapon — The Defense Department reported Wednesday that the Soviet Union has successfully tested the operation of a satellite-killing space weapon. The Soviet launch satellite damaged a target satellite by destroying itself near the target in the first such test since 1977 in the Soviet anti-satellite development program.

Japan to limit car exports — Japanese automobile companies, under "administrative guidance" from the Japanese government, may decide to curb automobile exports to the US as a result of US pressure. Japanese automakers captured nearly 25 percent of the US car market in 1980.

UMass to set up separate but equal facilities — Despite a vote by University of Massachusetts at Amherst (UMass) students to maintain recreational bathrooms in dormitories, the administration has said that it will not alter its plans to separate the bathrooms by sex beginning in the 1981 academic year. Students have been protesting the administration's decision since it was first announced in February. UMass administrators have since said that the reason for altering the ten-year-old status quo regarding bathrooms was careful consideration of the Massachusetts State Plumbing Code, which mandates separate but equal sanitation facilities for men and women.

Draper budget cut — The Reagan Administration has decided not to grant a $31 million contract to the Charles Stark Draper Laboratories for the development of the MX missile. Draper officials estimate that over 100 employees will be affected by the action.
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